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Abstract. Search, retrieval, and management of multimedia contents are challeng-
ing tasks for users and researchers alike. We introduce a software-hardware sys-
tem for the global management of the multimedia contents produced by Spanish
Civil Courts. The ultimate goal is to obtain an automatic classification of images
and segments of the audiovisual records that, coupled with textual semantics, al-
lows an efficient navigation and retrieval of judicial documents and additional legal
sources. This paper describes our knowledge acquisition process, sets a typology
of Spanish Civil hearings as performed in practice, and a preliminary procedural
ontology at its actual stage of development (e-Sentencias ontology). A discussion
on procedural, contextual and multimedia ontologies is also provided.
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Introduction

Legal professionals are used to consume an important part of their time searching, re-
trieving, and managing legal information. However, the recent explosion of multimedia
legal contents has resulted in rising costs and requires more management capacities than
ever before. Improving the functionalities for search, retrieval, and management of mul-
timedia legal documents is paramount to fully unlock the potential of those contents for
legal practice and to develop specific management solutions for different profiles of legal
users: lawyers, judges, prosecutors, court clerks, etc.

In Spain, the Civil Procedure Act of January 7th, 2000 (1/2000) introduces the video
recording of oral hearings. As a result, Spanish civil courts are currently producing a
massive number of multimedia files that have substituted the written transcripts and have
become part of the judicial file, together with suits, indictments, injunctions, judgments
and pieces of evidence. Lawyers, prosecutors and judges need to access these contents
when preparing similar cases or, if necessary, when appealing to superior courts. To date,
nevertheless, there is no available system within the judicial domain to automatically
index, tag, or annotate those audiovisual contents.

Furthermore, the provisions made by the 1/2000 Civil Procedure Act for the video
recording of civil proceedings in Spain do not include a protocol establishing how to
obtain audiovisual records. Rather, and since an ever growing number of Autonomous
Communities in Spain hold competences on the organization of the judicial system, there
is a plurality of standards, formats, and methods to produce audiovisual records. As
a result, analogical and digital standards coexist with different recording formats. The
support in which copies are provided to legal professionals (i.e. to prepare an appeal)
may also consist of VHS videotapes, CDs or DVDs. In addition, the procedures to store,
classify, and retrieve audiovisual records may vary even from court to court, with no
common database available to store the audiovisual records.

The use of ontologies applied to legal multimedia was already faced in the e-
Court Project (Breuker et al. 2002). The aim of the e-Sentencias Project is to develop
a software-hardware system for legal professionals to access and manage the multime-
dia files connected to their cases across different platforms, formats, and languages. The
project includes the development of both an ontology-based meta-search engine and a
specific web-based, reconfigurable hardware platform capable to accelerate and improve
the quality of the document retrieval process. The objectives of this approach are: (i)
to facilitate search, discovering and management of multimedia legal contents based on
their meaning; (ii) to optimize search results by automatically linking video-to-text; (iii)
to improve the organization of the search memory, and (iv) to save time to users. The
e-Sentencias Project, in sum, combines legal and contextual ontologies with algorithmic
techniques. In this regard, e-Sentencias involves technologies such as the Semantic Web,
ontologies, NLP techniques, audio-video segmentation, and IR. The ultimate goal is to
obtain an automatic classification of images and segments of the multimedia records that,
coupled with textual semantics, allows the efficient navigation and retrieval of judicial
documents and additional legal sources.



Section 1 of the paper offers a brief typology of civil procedures covered by e-
Sentencias. In Section 2 we present an overview of the knowledge acquisition process
towards the construction of a conceptual structure to classify video segments and the
development of legal ontology applications. Section 3 describes the development of the
e-Sentencias ontology. Section 4 sets the discussion on our research goals focusing on the
state of the art of procedural, contextual and multimedia ontologies. Section 5 shows the
structure and architecture of the video system prototype at the present stage of research
and, finally, we conclude in section 6 by offering some conclusions and expected results.

1. Civil Procedures in Spain

The main inputs of e-Sentencias are multimedia files that contain hearings of civil cases
[vista oral]. The 1/2000 Act establishes two basic procedures or "declarative processes":
the ordinary proceedings and the verbal proceedings (see Figures 1 & 2 below). The
main differences between the two procedures lie both in the value of the case-more or
less than e3000, respectively-and the legal object at dispute.

The steps of civil processes also vary depending on the specific procedure. On the
one hand, ordinary proceedings [juicio ordinario] start with a separate, independent mo-
tion called preliminary hearing [audiencia previa] to resolve pre-judiciary issues (docu-
ments, evidences to be accepted, etc.), while in the verbal proceedings [juicio verbal] all
steps take place at the same judicial event. On the other hand, the claim of the plaintiff is
contested in written terms in the ordinary proceeding, while in the verbal proceeding is
replied orally.

Figure 1. Steps of the process in ordinary proceedings [juicio ordinario]



Figure 2. Steps of the process in verbal proceedings [juicio verbal]

2. Knowledge Acquisition Methodology

The figures above represent the steps of civil processes as formally set by the 1/2000

Act. However, the routines and constrains of daily practice in court result in a far more

complex typology, revealing interesting differences between the formal provisions of the

law and the actual development of the hearings. Thus, we identified 14 different types

of proceedings populating the ordinary/verbal division. Therefore, a new typology of

hearings has to be superimposed over the original division. This fact adds some com-

plexity to the conceptualization of the hearings, because each particular judgement has

to be classified as (i) preliminary hearing, ordinary proceeding, verbal proceeding, or

precautionary/provisional measure and (ii) within one type of the proposed typology.



Figure 3. Typology of civil hearings as emerged in daily practice

To proceed with the knowledge acquisition process, we represented the new typol-
ogy as a set of workflows able to contain (and interact with) other structures of practical
knowledge (i.e. sub-typologies, concepts, keywords, content groups, etc). The basic units
of the workflows are ’procedural stages’. Stages are the unities in which 1/2000 Act seg-
ments civil procedures and they are also the basic video sequences of the e-Sentencias
prototype. In workflows, procedural stages include: (i) actions (rhombus) which imply
to move forward or backward to another stage; (ii) procedural legal concepts, (iii) and
content of legal concepts (boxes). An example of such a workflow is shown in Figure 4.



Figure 4. General structure of the hearing in ordinary proceedings [juicio ordinario]



At this point, we followed two different knowledge acquisition strategies. First, we

set up a focus group composed of professional attorneys, judges and solicitors. We used

standard eliciting techniques (e.g. interview, discussion, and brainstorming) to extract

from their professional knowledge the conditions of use and estimated frequencies of

expressions and legal concepts as they appear in recorded hearings. As a result of that, we

elicited a list of roughly 900 terms and legal practical expressions, and we linked them to

the general typology of 14 oral hearings and to concrete subjects contained in each type.

Figure 5 below shows this kind of work for one of the legal processes (subtypes).

Figure 5. Estimated frequency of terms associated with hearings

The second strategy focuses on the transcripts of the hearings. We transcribed a

small set of fifteen hearings marking their different steps and coding manually legal

concepts (i.e. ’injunction’, ’cause of necessity ’, ’deed’, etc.), legal expressions (i.e. ’with

the permission of your Honor’), and practical procedural rules that are implicit in the

video sequences, such the following piece shows:



Figure 6. Transcription of a Civil Hearing

This is only a first level of textual and visual annotation, but it is also the basis to
create specific annotation templates at different levels (concepts, legal formulae, practical
rules of interaction, etc.) that facilitate the construction of different types of ontologies.
To facilitate both the transcription and annotation processes we set up an annotation tool
interface (Fig. 7). A second list of terms was then extracted, and a third list of concepts
was built by convention according to the following parameters: (i) speech markers, (ii)
pragmatic markers, (iii) cognitive markers.

Speech markers are of sociolinguistic nature (pitch on word, pitch on phrases, short
pause, emphatic stress, overlapping speech, rising shift in intonation ...). Pragmatic
markers are of discursive and rhetoric nature (opening speech, ending expression, ending
pause, competitive talk, spacing out ...). Cognitive markers are of communicative (link of
subjects to reference and co-reference phenomena: metaphor, anaphora, cathafora) and
emotional nature (stress, plea, anxiety, surprise ...).

This methodology comes from the fields of linguistic, discourse and cognitive anal-
ysis, reconstructing the main specific frameworks in which situated meaning is produced
(Clancey, 1994; Nerlich and Clarke, 2001). We may notice here that there is no need
to use all the results obtained through this kind of annotation work to build up the final
ontology. Using discourse, pragmatic and cognitive markers is only a way to clarify and
organize the experts’ knowledge on these particular legal frameworks. However, this is
crucial in order to identify the most common patterns of meaning used in each type of
civil proceeding, avoiding misinterpretations.

This expert linguistic knowledge allows grasping the main features needed to build
the procedural cognitive contexts in which ontologies may add semantics to the further
diarization of the multimedia content. Diarization refers to the process of audio stream
segmentation. We will be come back to it later on.

It may be noticed by now that MPEG-7 descriptors which are designed primarily to
describe low-level audio or visual features such as color, texture, notion, audio energy,
and so forth, or attributes of AV content such as location, time, quality and so forth, have



been loosely followed to interpret the main features of the speech (Martínez, 2004). On
the contrary, higherlevel AV features such regions, segments, objects and events have
been substituted for the cognitive and emotional features of the actors link to the content
of the hearing.

Figure 7. Annotation tool interface

3. The e-Sentencias ontology

We have proceeded to model the e-Sentencias ontology on the basis of the procedural
knowledge practically used in the Court hearings. This procedural knowledge is what
we have been labeling as "professional legal knowledge" (PLK) (Casanovas et al. 2004,
2005, 2006; Casellas et al. 2006). PLK is the kind of knowledge which is produced
through the daily practice and behaviour of professional people. In this case, as a result
of the knowledge acquisition process, we obtained several lists of concepts, expressions
and terms ordinarily used and shared by judges, lawyers, court secretaries and clerks in
the civil procedures. We organized them following the discourse and cognitive guidelines
described so far, but bearing in mind the needs and requirements of the final users of the
system.

To date, the e-Sentencias ontology consists of 16 classes, 22 attributes and 169 in-
stances. The ontology provides a model of the following aspects:

• The hearings as found in the civil jurisdiction practice and their different phases,
stages and actions.

• The agents who take part in each one of the phases of the hearings (lawyer, plain-
tiff, judge, prosecutor, etc.)

• The contents dealt with in each one of the modelled hearings



Figure 8. Hierarchy of classes

We may identify the different phases the hearings in different proceedings consist of,
bearing in mind that within each phase we have identified an order of precedence among
the phases. This order of precedence does not take place within a hearing, but rather,
and depending on the different actions, the hearing jumps into another phase. For this
purpose, we have created the classes Phase and Hearing in the ontology, where a hearing
is characterized by a set of phases and agents involved and by the fact that it is related
to a certain type of civil-jurisdiction proceedings. An example of an instance within the
hearing is the one shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Instances of the class Hearing



Furthermore, the type of claim is also modeled (or else the issues dealt with) within
the class hearing, which make sense within the course of a hearing, as can be seen in the
right part of Fig. 9. As mentioned above, there is a relationship of precedence between the
different phases a hearing consists of. For instance, Fig. 4 shows that the oral hearing of
the ordinary proceedings has five phases: (i) opening of the hearing, (ii) verification that
the action is pending, (iii) evidence, (iv) final conclusions, (v) and end of the hearing. The
hearing consists of a set of phases. We define the order of precedence within the transition
stages. Fig. 10 below offers an example of instance of phase. In such class we determine
to which hearings a certain phase relates to (in the example, the phase of evidence takes
place in all hearings) and we determine also what sub phases the phase is divided into
(the phase of evidence consists of three sub phases: carrying out the evidence, admitting
the evidence and putting forward the evidence).

Figure 10. Instances of the class Hearing

Another aspect which has been taken into account when modeling the ontology are
the specificities identified during the hearings, as, although there is an order of prece-
dence of the phases within the hearing, there are certain points where we change from
one phase to the other, that is to say, there is a diagram of stages. A clear example can be
seen in the prior graphic (Fig. 4), where, for example, if there is coincidence between the
phases we pass directly from phase 2 to checking the subsistence of proceedings in phase
5 or end phase of the hearing. These transitions between phases have been modeled in
the class StageTransition. Another example can be found in Fig. 11 below.



Figure 11. Instances of the class stage of transition

In the stages of transition we may identify the initial stage, the final stage, the hearing
where the transition takes place, as well as the related action. Furthermore, we have also
identified a series of sub actions which may or not occur during the transition. Thus, in
the period for submitting the evidences [proposición de prueba], different sub actions
may occur, such as the oral and contradictory reports of the experts, the interrogatories
made to the witnesses, etc., which may or not be carried out within this period.

Finally, this ontology is used in combination with a set of thesaurus of synonyms
where different expressions related to one instance are specified, for example, for the
instance of the phase ’Statements of the Claim’, the following synonyms have been de-
fined:

• Statement of the claim of the party
• This party ratifies the statement of claim
• This party ratifies the written statement of the claim
• I reaffirm again
• I ratify
• I confirm the written statement of defence
• I ratify the written defence
• I require these proceedings
• I petition these proceedings to be admitted to evidence
• Pleas provided as grounds for the petition
• Challenging of the document
• Statement regarding a plea of the other party
• Put forward an exception

These synonyms have a common trait: they are all expressions which are formulae
used by the agents involved in the proceedings and will thus allow us to carry out the
semantic searches in the audiovisual context by processing the audio.



4. Discussion: procedural, contextual and multimedia ontologies

In practice the use of ontologies for different tasks and purposes requires to consider
the particular task as context for the ontology. The reason is that ontologies are often
not really designed independent of the task at hand (Haase et al. 2006). In general, the
context of use has an impact on the way concepts are interpreted to support certain func-
tionalities. As some aspects of a domain are important in one context but do not matter
in another one, an uncontextualized ontology does not necessarily represent the features
needed for a particular use. In order to solve this problem, we have to find ways to en-
able the representation of different viewpoints that better reflect the actual needs of the
application at hand.

When talking about viewpoints, we can distinguish two basic use cases. In the first
case, the aim is to provide means for maintaining and integrating different existing view-
points. In the second use case, one may want to extract a certain viewpoint from an
existing model that best fits the requirements of an application.

In many application domains it is acknowledged that the creation of a single uni-
versal ontology is neither possible nor beneficial, because different tasks and viewpoints
require different, often incompatible conceptual choices. As a result, it may be required
to support situations where different parties commit to different viewpoints that cannot
be integrated by imposing a global ontology. This situation demands for a weak notion of
integration, in order to be able to exchange information among the viewpoints (Stucken-
schmidt, 2006). Stuckenschmidt describes one of such examples from oncology. Oncol-
ogy is a complex domain where several specialties, e.g. chemotherapy, surgery, and ra-
diotherapy are involved in a sequence of treatment phases, each representing a particular
viewpoint.

Procedural law -Court proceedings- is also a complex domain, where several roles
are involved (judge, prosecutor, defendant ...). They must be represented from different
points of view, thinking of the possible use of the images of the hearings for multiple
(and adversarial) purposes.

Researchers on contextual ontologies use to define ’context’ as local (not shared
with other ontologies) and opposed to content ontologies themselves (shared models
of a domain). ’It can be argued that the strengths of ontologies are the weakness of
contexts and vice-versa’ (Bouquet et al., 2004; also, Haase et al. 2006). In this specific
sense, contextual ontologies have to deal at least with three problems: the directionality
of information flow, local domains and context mapping.

Directionality of information flow means keeping track of the source and the target
ontology as specific piece of information; local domains means giving up the hypothe-
sis that all ontologies are interpreted in a single global domain; context mapping means
that two elements (concepts, roles, individuals) of two ontologies, though extensionally
different, are contextually related, e.g., because they both refer to the same object in the
world (Bouquet at al. 2004). The e-Sentencias ontology faces these three problems, and
it is being modeled within the workflow of each type of hearing. Thus, it is contextsen-
sitive. We modeled the directionality of the informational flow as transitional states of
the different steps of the oral hearings. We treated the specific domain of modeling an
ordinary proceeding (juicio ordinario) as a local domain.

Regarding the context mapping, we are dealing with two separate ontologies with a
different scope. The aim of the first one is to model judicial professional knowledge -the



OPJK ontology we have been developing since the European Project SEKT (Davies et al.
2006). The second one models the procedural steps and development of the Spanish ver-
bal and ordinary hearings, including all their phases and some common elements contex-
tually related (e.g, the agents involved in the hearings). Figure 12 shows the contextual
relations of transitional stages for the opening of the hearings [apertura].

Figure 12. Transitional stage graph (apertura)

Strictly speaking, multimedia ontologies take a different point of view onto the con-
text. Context is defined currently in a more cognitive way as ’the set of interrelated con-
ditions in which visual entities (e.g. objects, scenes) exist’ (Jaimes et al. 2003a, b). This
grounds the strategy of the direct vs. indirect exploitation of the knowledge base to anno-
tate the content of the videos, using visual and content descriptors alike. ’The main idea
of our approach lies in a way to associate concepts with instances that are deemed to be
prototypical by their annotators with regard to their visual characteristics’ (Bloedhorn et
al. 2005).

This definition of context entails a theoretical approach in which ’actions and events
in time and space convey stories, so, a video program (raw video data) must be viewed as
a document, not a non-structured sequence of frames’ (Song et al. 2005, 2006). In such
an approach, visual low level features, object recognition and audio speaker diarization
-the process of partitioning the audio stream in homogenous segments and clustered
according to speaker identity- are crucial to analyze e.g. a sport or movies sequences.
The distance between low-level features and their possible interpretation is known as ’the
semantic gap’.

Several approaches to this perspective problem and the so-called ’semantic gap’ may
be found in the recent literature: (i) multi-context ontologies vs. mono-context ontologies
(Benslimane et al. 2006 ; Arara and Laurini, 2005 ; Dong and Li, 2006); (ii) low-level
descriptors [pixel color, motion vectors, spatio-temporal relationships] vs. semantic de-



scriptors [person, vehicle ...] (Petrides et al. 2005, Athanasiadis et al. 2005, Boehorn et al

2005) ; (iii) modal keywords of perceptual concepts [aural, visual, olfactory tactile, taste]

vs. content topics (Jaimes et al. 2003a; Jaimes et al. 2003b); (iv) cross-media annotation

(Deschachts and Moens 2007).

In the e-Sentencias ontology we have not properly taken a pure multimedia perspec-

tive because the audiovisual documents that are recorded in Spanish courtrooms do not

convey actions, but legal narratives. Motion and color are generally uniform, since they

are not considered the relevant aspect of those documents. Thus, court records are tech-

nically very poor (see fig. 13), filmed using a one-shot perspective (the camera is situ-

ated above and behind the judge, who never appears on the screen). Rather than telling a

story, the video structures a single framework in which a story is referred, conveyed and

constructed by the procedural actors (judge, counsels, testimonies, secretary, and court

clerks).

Here lies the layered exophoricity of the legal discourse. Exophoricity means that

what is said in court refers to other scenarios and ambiences situated outside the court.

However, actions, events and stories are referred as well to a contextually embedded dis-

course, procedurally-driven, and hierarchically conducted by the judge (judge-centered).

Therefore, a strong décalage is produced between audio and video as sources of infor-

mation.

A legal court video record would be completely useless without the audio, because

we may only infer procedural (but not substantial) items from the motion. What is im-

portant is what is said in court, not what is done. Visual images are only ancillary related

to the audio stream. This is an important feature of the records, which has to be taken

into account in the task of building an ontology, because what the different users require

(judges, lawyers, citizens) is the combination of different functionalities focused on the

legal information content (legislation quoted, previous cases and judgments -precedent-,

personal professional records, and so on). This is the reason for a hybrid user-centered

approach that is the kernel of our theoretical approach.

The e-Sentencias ontology is focused on civil proceedings as they are really per-

formed into the Spanish Courts, it takes into account the different contexts embedded

into the workflows of each type of hearing, and it is addressed to multimedia content.

But it is not a properly contextual or multimedia ontology, but a procedural one.



Figure 13. Image quality

5. Structure and architecture of the e-Sentencias Prototype

The parallel development of an intuitive user interface, adapted to different profiles of
legal professionals, constitutes a central requirement of the system. While preserving
the simplicity of use, the application allows: a) access to the legally significant contents
of the video file; b) integration of all procedural documents related to the oral hearing;
c) management of sequential observations, and d) semantic queries on the contextual
procedural aspects.

The structure of the application is based on two intuitive and semantically powerful
metaphors: the oral hearing line and the oral hearing axis. The oral hearing line presents
a timeline divided into segments. Each segment represents a different speech, produced
by one of participants in the process: judge, secretary, attorneys, witnesses, etc. Each
participant is represented by a different color to obtain an identification at first glance of
their interventions. Therefore, it is possible to visualize specific contents of the video by
merely clicking on a particular colored sequence. Moreover, it is possible to add textual
information to any instant of the intervention.

The oral hearing axis consists of a column representing the different phases of the
event as defined by procedural legislation. Different phases (as opening statements, pre-
sentation of evidences, concluding statements, etc) are represented by different colors,
allowing a quick access. It is also possible to access to legal documents related to each
phase (i. e. pieces of evidence such as contracts, invoices, etc.) as well as to jurisprudence
quoted in the oral hearing and detected through phonetic analysis. This legal information
is also structured in directories and folders.



Figure 14. User interface

As Figure 14 shows, the user interface is divided into two main parts: the upper part
contains the video player, the oral hearing axis and the oral hearing line. The lower part
is devoted to external information layers (i.e. references to articles, documents annexed,
manual annotations, links to jurisprudence, etc.). This part is divided into two tabs. The
first one contains important information of the selected phase, allowing the addition of
the different documents presented during the phase. The second tab contains historical
information of the process and all the related information available in advance.

The main functionalities offered in the upper part of the user interface are:

1. The information tab: this is a scrollable tab containing the most relevant data of
the process.

2. The oral hearing line: the timeline of sequences and interventions assigned to the
different actors of the process. One single sequence of the video may contain in-
terventions of different actors. Therefore, sequences may be either mono-colored
(intervention of one single part) or multi-colored (more than one part intervening
in the same sequence). The horizontal length of each segment of the timeline is
proportional to its length in seconds. The application includes two modes of play-
ing video, apart of the usual one. It is possible to select either the visualization of
all the interventions by a single participant or, in turn, all the interventions on a
given phase.

3. The list of intervening parties: Each actor intervening in the process is repre-
sented by an icon. As in the case of the oral hearing line, we may choose to vi-
sualize only those sequences appearing one specific participant (i.e. the judge or
de defense attorney).

4. The oral hearing axis: this is the vertical line representing the procedural phases
of the process. The judicial process is therefore divided in procedural phases



which can, as well, be subdivided in interventions. The vertical axis has the ad-
vantage of providing quick access to interventions belonging to a given phase.

Figure 15. Interventions of one procedural phase and related information

In addition to these functionalities, it is possible make a manual annotation of the
sequence. Double-clicking with the right bottom of the mouse over a sequence running
on the video screen opens a pop-up with a manual annotation tool.

As regards the lower part of the user interface, this area contains all the relevant in-
formation and documents of the process, but also enables the user to add and organize the
information appearing during the different phases. This part is divided into two different
sections:

1. An area enabling the visualization of all the references related to each phase
of the process. References consist of data (i.e. Civil Code articles, judgments,
Internet links, etc.) automatically introduced through semantic annotation.

2. An area including all manual annotations of the sequences made by the user.

The architecture of the system, finally, is based on a web system including the fol-
lowing components:

1. Video server WMS: a server based on Windows 2003 Enterprise server with a
streaming Windows Media services which allows video broadcast of audiovisual
content of the judicial processes under demand. Application server TOMCAT:
the application serves web contents and provides the required interaction with
the database by means of Java Server Pages.

2. Mysql Database: the Mysql database contains the information related to all pro-
cesses and their respective annotations.

3. Client browser IE 7.0: It allows the management of the user interface and the
management of the user interaction with the embedded Windows Media Player
11 that streams the video.



Figure 16. Architecture components and interactions between them

6. Conclusions and expected results

The bottom-up methods employed so far deserve a further discussion, since no clustering
or semi-automatically ontology extraction tools have been used. And, yet, it is our con-
tention that the e-Sentencias application can reach its maximum efficiency by automati-
cally segmenting and annotating the video contents. However, this is a research goal that
requires, first, a clear understanding of the conceptual content of the hearings. Therefore,
we developed a research strategy in which keywords, ontologies and the user interface
prototype would be worked out at the same time.

A second reason of this bottom-up approach lies on the very nature of the insti-
tutional conditions we are dealing with. Video records of Spanish courtrooms are nei-
ther officially transcribed nor digitally stored in large databases. Yet, most multimedia
ontology extraction methods are applied to vast collections of digital images or video
sets stored in libraries or large databases (Yahoo news, broadcasting TV, sports such as
soccerĚ). The knowledge acquisition and ontology building processes are therefore ad-
dressed to fill up the semantic gap between metadata, low-level (physical features) and
high level descriptors (interpretation, human interaction) in order to perform a more ef-
fective classification, information retrieval or search and browsing within databases or
websites.

Several techniques have been proposed: (i) Automatic Image Annotation (AIA) and
Confidence Clustering(CC) (Stauder et al. 2004); (ii) fusing MPEG-7 visual descriptors
(Sirou et al. 2005); (iii)pictorially and multimedia enriched ontologies (Bertini et al.
2006, Bimbo and Bertini 2007); (iv) salience and visualness calculation of multimedia
entities(Moens, 2007; Deschacht and Moens, 2007; Deschacht et al. 2007); (v) use of
probabilistic grammar, Bayesian networks combined with semantic constraints (Town,
2006); (vi) inter and itra-contextual segments for video segment retrieval (Pattanasri
et al. 2005; (vii) interoperability of OWL with the MPEG-7 MDS (MOREL ontology)
(Tsinaracki et al. 2004)

In our case, however, lawyers and judges store the multimedia files obtained from the
court office on individual basis (typically archiving them together with the case records).



No written transcription of the hearing is provided, so that professionals have to exclu-
sively rely on multimedia contents. Our main goal, then, is not focused on image, shot,
event, scene, frame detection or recognition patterns, but offering a semi-automatic way
to easily search each step or phase of the hearing in every single record.

These are the reasons why we adopted a bottom-up strategy, carefully transcribing a
sample of each type of hearing, building from scratch the conceptual structure, and hand
making a preliminary segmentation of the hearings. Some empirical studies show that
’retrieval based on transcription of the speech in video data adds more to the average
precision of the result than content-based retrieval’ (Hollink et al. 2004). However, this
leads to a kind of paradox, since the amount of videos to manage grows so large that
it becomes impossible to process them manually. This is also the main management
problem that lawyers, judges and court offices are facing with their multimedia files.

Therefore, once done the manual annotation process and built a preliminary proce-
dural ontology, we propose to handle the problem by using speech recognition, which
is as an already mature technology in other domains (i.e. information services). Speech
recognition technologies are being used in two different manners: (1) keyword spotting
for the oral hearing axis and (2) speaker recognition for the oral hearing line (Huang,
2001).

The required metadata needed to draw the oral hearing axis are temporal marks at
which each procedural phase of the judicial process starts or switches. Each process has
its own steps, and each phase has its own actors. During these phases, all the actors start
and end up their interventions with the same utterances, i.e. in Spanish, con la venia
[approx. ’thank you your Honor’], ’no hay más preguntas Señoría’ [’no more questions,
your Honor’]. We state that by spotting these and similar utterances, we will be able to
settle the starting and ending point at any step of the hearing.

This approach is simple, but relies on the effectiveness of the recognition of the
keywords. In order to improve this effectiveness, we are training the acoustics models
of the speech recognition system, nowadays based in a commercial motor (Loquendo),
with data stemming from the videotaped hearings. We expect to recognize close to a
100system will be trained with the whole data set.

On the other side, required metadata for the oral hearing line are the moments when
actors start and finish. These moments are found by means of speaker identification tech-
niques. This part of the research is still at an early stage and we do not have significant
results yet. We should have in mind that speech recognition system cannot be completely
trusted to obtain a perfect speech to text transcription yet (Junqua, 1996).

In the e-Sentencias and other related projects we expect to obtain two different types
of results. On the one hand, a fully annotated legal corpus of multimedia oral hearings
classified in 14 procedural classes, as regulated by the 1/2000 Act. On the other hand, an
operational system with a humancomputer interface, adapted to different user profiles, as
described in this paper. Using the system prototype, the automatic capabilities of speaker
interventions and phases detection will be tested against manually annotated corpus. It
will also be evaluated in cross-oral hearings retrieval based on hardware accelerated and
specifically implemented multimedia ontologies.
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